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This is a collection of the first six short stories in the Caverns and Creatures series. It includes the

following titles: "Cave of the Kobolds" "Zombie Attack!" "Orcs, Bears, and Assholes" "Shipfaced"

"Dungeon Crawl" "The Creep on the Borderlands"
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d6 (Caverns and Creatures collection 1) by Robert Bevan is a blast! I got the audio version so I

could sit back and listen to the crazy episodes and just giggle and laugh and enjoy myself, a real

treat! I love these books and use them as a stress relief. They are full of rude and rough jokes but

totally funny! I wouldn't say that if they weren't. I had four boys and I have heard plenty of rude

jokes, many not funny at all but these books are hilarious! I am an old lady but still love good crazy

humor when I find it. Old not dead. Fart jokes never get old. The voice on the narration really adds

to the story too. The way he does it adds character to the characters and it is terrific! I bought all the

d series, can't wait to finish them.

Hopefully you are considering purchasing this after reading Caverns and Creatures 1, 2, or 3. If not,

these stories will not make a lot of sense.If you enjoyed 1 and 2, this collection of stories are

certainly highly recommended. If the story was beginning to get old, too obscene or childish, or if

you don't like fantasy and role playing tropes, then you should likely skip these short stories.A few

critiques: none of this seems to be part of the canon! Some of these stories are quite good, but like



Tim the elf's pet, they are merely created to be forgotten. Because of this, there is no risk of

anything in the world being altered, so it is a bit like riding a roller coaster- you know that the ride will

end where it started and everyone will survive.Having said that, I liked it a lot. It is exciting at times

and the author comes up with interesting solutions for problems that come up.If you are a fan, buy!

If you can't stand fantasy or have no knowledge of tabletop and pen and paper roleplaying, I'd avoid

these. Like the original books, there is plenty of language, potty humor, sexual humor, and "gay"

jokes that will likely offend concerned parents and easily offendable people. Not recommended for

anything younger than high school and it depends on the teenager.

Think of this as some side adventures from our intrepid heroes from the Critical Failures series. Like

any good RPG campaign, there's always a lot of side quests to go on, and this collection of 6 short

stories takes you along as Cooper, Julien, Tim, and Dave try to level up, get some gold, and stay

alive in the world of Caverns of Creatures.

This is more of the same as the Caverns and Creatures novels, just in short story form. It's

entertaining in its juvenile, crude, and crass way. Don't expect sophistication, high brow humor, or

thrilling heroics. Expect plenty of fart gags, dick jokes, and cowardly, bumbling morons.

It's crude and rude at times and i wonder if in started losing iq points but the ride is funny and worth

it.

As always a fun romp through the caverns and creatures realm with Julian, Tim, Dave, Cooper &

Ravenous. Brings me back to the days of sitting around the table with my good friends playing D&D.

Never too serious about the actual role play the Player Characters were usually just extensions of

us in the game world with minor concessions to the actual rules.

Great selection of stories from our favorite misplaced adventurers. This is the first compilation of

short stories that have been released in the Critical Failures book series. The story lines and

character interactions are hilarious without overdoing any of the jokes. Particularly Zombie Attack

and Shipfaced are riotously funny featuring some excellent inadvertent hero killing and a sea

adventure with pirates of a variety.

The author has captured some of the essence that is involved in dice and pencil role playing games



with a bunch of friends. I have laughed to the point of tears at the misadventures of this ragtag

group documented within this book series. I hope the author continues to spin tells about this motley

group of misfits.
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